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The Selfish Pig's Guide To Caring 2012-07-19

six million people in the UK often unnoticed by the rest of us provide unpaid care for disabled or elderly relatives friends or neighbours their job is long lonely and hard yet there is limited support and no formal training as a result carers suffer frequent damage to physical and mental health oddly though carers by definition are anything but selfish pigs they are liable to feelings of guilt probably brought on by fatigue and isolation so Hugh Marriott has written this book for them and also for the rest of us who don’t know what being a carer is all about his aim is bring into the open everything he wishes he’d been told when he first became a carer and he does the book airs such topics as sex thoughts of murder and dealing with the responses of friends and officials who fail to understand this is a must read for anyone involved with caring

Self-Care for Caregivers 2022-09-06

take care of yourself as you care for others with this accessible easy to follow self care guide to relax and rejuvenate it’s been said that there are only four kinds of people in the world those who have been caregivers those who are currently caregivers those who will become caregivers and those who will need caregivers chances are you or someone you know is taking care of a loved one at home if you do you also know that caregiving however fulfilling is also hard on the caregiver’s mental and physical health self care is vital to caregivers maintaining stamina and a positive outlook for both themselves and the people they care for but being so busy caring for others can make it hard to find time for yourself in self care for caregivers you’ll find short easy to read and often easy to do ways to replenish your mind body and spirit including practicing mindfulness by focusing in on your five senses remembering to halt to check if you’re hungry angry lonely or tired making a gratitude list of at least three things you’re grateful for and much more full of practical advice and reminders to have a quick snack call a friend create a sanctuary write in a journal and more ways to take care yourself plus resources for caregiving this book will go a long way towards making your caregiving experience a happier and more healthful one for you and the people you care for

The Selfish Pig's Guide to Caring 2003

over six million people in the UK provide unpaid care for disabled or elderly relatives friends or neighbours their job is long lonely and hard yet there is limited support and no formal training as a result carers suffer frequent damage to physical and mental health oddly though carers by definition are anything but selfish pigs they are liable to feelings of guilt probably brought on by fatigue and isolation so Hugh Marriott has written this book for them and also for the rest of us who don’t know what being a carer is all about back cover

The Essential Family Guide to Caring for Older People 2019-11-14

no one wants to think about getting older it’s true at any age when things are moving along normally day to day and everyone seems fit and well there seems no reason to think about future problems that your friends and relatives might and probably will come across as they age in fact it might even seem a little morbid to think such thoughts or possibly even tempting fate yet there will come a time when you must raise these issues and ideally this should be before any problems arise the essential family guide to caring for older people is the ultimate source of information and help for families with care responsibilities Deborah Stone draws on her extensive experience working in elder care to offer practical advice on every aspect of the field in depth topics range from how to get help immediately legal information care funding options a guide to useful technology and advice on the main physical and mental health issues that affect older people plus guidance is given on dealing with social services and ensuring you choose the right care for your situations crucially the book also offers help on how to cope as a carer with practical advice on juggling family work and your caring responsibilities while looking after yourself
bunnys guide to caring for your rabbit pets guides

The Complete Caregiver's Organizer 2015-09-08

becoming the primary caregiver for a spouse family member friend or loved one can be a tremendously rewarding and equally challenging experience how do you know if you re the right person to be a caregiver what important conversations should you have beforehand to make sure that you re starting off on the right foot what aspects of care should you manage personally and how do you assemble the best support team to handle the rest how do you deal with doctors hospitals and other medical issues oh and in the midst of those questions and many many more who takes care of you as you invest your time energy and strength into caregiving how do you avoid burnout and maintain your own physical and emotional wellbeing the complete caregiver s organizer is designed to help you provide the best possible care to others without neglecting your own needs as a result robin porter offers direct and attainable strategies for managing common issues that all caregivers face from basic health and safety concerns to complex medical and legal questions in addition to invaluable checklists journaling components activities and ideas that will guide you along your path whether you re a first time caregiver struggling with questions and confusion about where to start or one with more experience who is feeling overwhelmed and outmatched the tips and tools contained in the complete caregiver s organizer will start to bring balance back to your life

Eldercare 2014-09-26

eldercare is the book written for those who care for their elderly loved ones while trying to care for themselves their households their jobs their children and their social obligations the book tackles every aspect of caregiving for the elderly including such topics as talking to the care recipient developing a game plan handling stress and depression dealing with siblings preparing the necessary documents handling the transition and stretching your money eldercare also provides a special section on home healthcare eldercare answers all the tough questions that you do not know to ask written by the owner managing director of an eldercare agency and former industry client he understands the incredible demands that caring for an elderly loved one places on you your family your relationships personal and professional and your bank account eldercare the essential guide to caring for your loved one and yourself will help you manage all these competing obligations it s the information caregivers want and need to know written from the perspective of an industry expert topics covered what to expect as you try to care for your loved one practical advice for those times when you want to give up real world advice for dealing with family members insights into some of the bureaucratic challenges of caring for the elderly tips on ways to stretch your caregiving dollars a special section on home health care

The Essential Guide To Caring For Aging Parents 2012-07-18

the tools and answers you need to help your parents receive the care they deserve

The Unofficial Self-care Guide for Carers 2020-12-18

the most trusted guide for caring for persons with alzheimer s disease memory loss and dementia disorders now revised and updated with practical and legal advice and compassionate guidance for families and caregivers when someone in your family suffers from alzheimer s disease or other related memory loss diseases both you and your loved one face immense challenges for over thirty years this book has been the trusted bible for families affected by dementia disorders now completely revised and updated this guide features the latest information on the causes of dementia managing the early stages of dementia the prevention of dementia and finding appropriate living arrangements for the person who has dementia when home care is no longer an option you ll learn the basic facts about dementia how to deal with problems arising in daily care meals exercise personal hygiene and
safety how to cope with an impaired person’s false ideas suspicion anger and other mood problems how to get outside help from support groups friends and agencies financial and legal issues you must address comprehensive and compassionate the 36 hour day is the only guide you need to help your family through this difficult time

The 36-Hour Day 2012-09-25

few books have been written specifically for those dedicated men and women who labor as caregivers in our healthcare system this is unusual when one considers that the services provided those needing medical care is largely their responsibility this book is an educational resource which addresses the multi faceted and often complex physical psychological social and spiritual issues which challenge the caregivers the information contained in this text will be especially beneficial to these caregivers who provide direct hands on care to the elderly residing in special and long term care facilities as well as home care it will assist this specific group of caregiver with little or no formal training in the health care profession to participate more realistically in goal setting strategies increase self confidence and improve their decision making skills it will give them a greater sense of purpose and an improved sense of security in performing their caregiving responsibilities it will also be helpful to the caregiver in his or her accumulating knowledge about the elderly resident for example he or she will become familiar with family structure stressors which exist coping skills social support structures physical psychological psychosocial and spiritual symptomatology as well as ethnic and cultural issues the author is of the opinion that the information contained in this book will in addition increase the caregiver’s knowledge base for example it will include effective ways of communicating with the elderly for whom they are caring including the use of behavioral management improving the caregiver’s skill base making their jobs easier and more productive such knowledge will improve their quality of life as well as the individual resident for whom they are responsible

The Sacred Art of Caregiving 2012-05-01

an indispensable comprehensive reference for family caregivers caregivers hold the key to the health well being and happiness of their aging relatives partners or friends the caregiver’s encyclopedia provides you with all of the information you need to take the best care of your loved one from making major medical decisions to making sure you don’t burn out written by muriel gillick md a geriatrician with more than 30 years experience caring for older people this book highlights the importance of understanding your friend’s or family member’s overall health with compassion and expertise this book will help you think like a doctor the content helps you navigate the health care system shares important information about treating basic geriatric syndromes including delirium dementia and falls teaches you about preventive care options enables you to manage medical decisions related to both acute and chronic conditions discusses what medicare covers and what it doesn’t guides you through different approaches to care weighs the risks and benefits of hospital vs home nursing home or hospice care provides a detailed list of medical supplies that you might want to keep on hand offers you additional resources and emotional support throughout gillick provides helpful information and concrete concepts that caregivers can put into practice today authoritative comprehensive holistic and highly illustrated the caregiver’s encyclopedia will help you figure out how to be the best caregiver you can be

The Caregiver’s Encyclopedia 2020-02-11

the supreme value of this book is that it brings together in summary form knowledge about and recommendations for responding to the most obvious situations likely to be presented the care guide draws upon the expertise of specialists in many fields which will benefit both voluntary and professional care workers alike the variety of therapies philosophies and outlook represented will introduce readers to new aspects of each subject encouraging a deeper understanding of the issues involved and allowing them both to sharpen their focus and to develop a more sensitive and informed approach
The Care Guide 1995
this third edition builds on the previous editions by updating essential information and introducing new areas resulting from enhanced legislation the book is used extensively by advice workers and parents of disabled children and has proved an invaluable and indispensable guide the following areas are covered in detail reactions and emotions in the initial period the role of the professional benefits and finances education parents under pressure breaks and holidays and the law

Caring for a Disabled Child 2002
a practical fully illustrated guide for those looking after someone at home with comprehensive advice on all aspects of caring addresses the needs of the carer offering constructive guidance and emotional support features basic nursing procedures and essential first aid information advises on a wide range of equipment for greater independence and comfort

Carer's Handbook 2007
caregiving is one of the oldest more natural and most critical vocations of life however everyone is not knowledgeable about how to care for their loved ones or family members this book will aid in providing some general knowledge and specific insights for providing a safe and effective quality home care the quality of care that is provided to your loved one s will allow them to remain in the home rather than being place in a long term care facility this book will further help you navigate through the challenges that come along with assisting and providing care to your loved one

A Caregiver's Guide 2020-07-30
caring for someone you love who is terminally ill is one of the most difficult and troubling things to confront anyone stay close and do nothing now available in paperback is the first practical manual and spiritual guide to explain step by step how to care for a dying loved one at home in a way that encourages both the spiritual growth of the patient and the caregiver dying is a complex process and the dying person has multiple needs which the book addresses in great detail readers will learn practical nursing skills effective pain treatments appropriate cooking and feeding techniques how to organize the household and handle visitors what happens at the moment of death and how to manage grief

Stay Close and Do Nothing 1998-09
revised in 2006 for its twenty fifth anniversary this best selling book is the bible for families caring for people with alzheimer disease offering comfort and support to millions worldwide in addition to the practical and compassionate guidance that have made the 36 hour day invaluable to caregivers the fourth edition is the only edition currently available that includes new information on medical research and the delivery of care the new edition includes new information on diagnostic evaluation resources for families and adult children who care for people with dementia updated legal and financial information the latest information on nursing homes and other communal living arrangements new information on research medications and the biological causes and effects of dementia also available in a large print edition praise for the 36 hour day
The 36-Hour Day 2006-10-09

caregiving 101 a practical guide to caring for a loved is written for the caregiver under stress and pressed for time the scope is broad from building a team and healthy habits for caregivers to nursing skills managing symptoms end of life and legal financial issues as an e book the writings contain links to more information videos even music and don t necessarily need to be read in order you can go straight to what you need now the aim is to help you and your loved one to stay as healthy and to live as fully even in the most difficult times and especially toward the end of life a portion of the proceeds will go to mylifeline.org

Caregiving 101 2017-09-25

this book falls into three sections living at home when care needs increase finding and settling your parent into a care home all three stages bring different demands and skills other topics include safety planning when your parent or older friend needs more support caring at home asking for help finding support for yourself

Dementia Care 2016-08-18

about 2 million people in the u s over the age of 65 have a diagnosis of depression at least 4 million people have some form of dementia the highest rate of suicide is in this group there are millions of elderly persons with other mental health problems that are affecting families friends and society in general what do these numbers mean they demonstrate the widespread nature of these conditions which are seen on a daily basis these are the confused forgetful wandering combative depressed withdrawn or socially inappropriate elderly who impact all of us these people can be helped we must not assume these problems are a normal part of the aging process elder interventions is a step by step handbook for families friends and caregivers who are dealing with these issues on a daily basis this book leads the reader through the process of identifying and evaluating these emotional behavioral problems and then developing concrete plans to treat them this text provides advice on topics ranging from taking car keys away from a dangerous driver to preventing an old person from wandering it is rich with clinical stories that both explain technique and inspire optimism an essential guide for any family elder interventions is sure to educate and motivate all who care for the elderly

Elder Interventions 2006-03-06

gordon the guinea pig reveals how readers should go about choosing pet guinea pigs what supplies they will need how to make a new pet guinea pig feel at home and how to properly care for pet guinea pigs including feeding exercising and keeping a guinea pig cage clean text in the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key concepts

Gordon's Guide to Caring for Your Guinea Pigs 2014

few books have been written specifically for those dedicated men and women who labor as caregivers in our healthcare system this is unusual when one considers that the services provided those needing medical care is largely their responsibility this book is an educational resource which addresses the multi faceted and often complex physical psychological social and spiritual issues which challenge the caregivers the information contained in this text will be especially beneficial to these caregivers who provide direct hands on care to
the elderly residing in special and long term care facilities as well as home care it will assist this specific group of caregiver with little or no formal training in the health care profession to participate more realistically in goal setting strategies increase self confidence and improve their decision making skills it will give them a greater sense of purpose and an improved sense of security in performing their caregiving responsibilities it will also be helpful to the caregiver in his or her accumulating knowledge about the elderly resident for example he or she will become familiar with family structure stressors which exist coping skills social support structures physical psychological psychosocial and spiritual symptomatology as well as ethnic and cultural issues the author is of the opinion that the information contained in this book will in addition increase the caregivers knowledge base for example it will include effective ways of communicating with the elderly for whom they are caring including the use of behavioral management improving the caregivers skill base making their jobs easier and more productive such knowledge will improve their quality of life as well as the individual resident for whom they are responsible

The Sacred Art of Caregiving 2012-05-30

make your life as a caregiver easier and more rewarding make the patient life better richer the guide tells you how to understand how ad changes a person learn how to cope with these changes help family and friends understand ad plan for the future make your home safe for the person with ad manage everyday activities like eating bathing dressing and grooming take care of yourself get help with caregiving find out about helpful resources such as websites support groups government agencies and adult day care programs choose a full time care facility for the person with ad if needed learn about common behavior and medical problems of people with ad and some medicines that may help cope with late stage ad this guide contains a lot of information please don't feel that you have to read it all at one time

Caring for a Person with Alzheimer's Disease 2014-01-17

the 36 hour day is the definitive dementia care guide

The 36-Hour Day 2021-08-10

henrietta the chicken reveals how readers should go about choosing chickens what supplies they will need how to make a new chicken feel at home and how to properly care for chickens including feeding exercising and keeping a chicken coop clean text in the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key concepts

Henrietta's Guide to Caring for Your Chickens 2014-08-14

this guide is for people who care for family members or other with alzheimer's disease at home ad is an illness that changes the brain it causes people to lose the ability to remember think and use good judgment and to have trouble taking care of themselves over time as the disease gets worse they will need more help nih publication 12 6173

Caring for a Person with Alzheimer's Disease 2013-01-19

titles in the pets guides series teach young readers how to care responsibly for their chosen pet however in a unique spin each book is written from the point of view of one of the animals themselves thus also allowing the books to be used to teach perspective in this book squeak the mouse reveals how readers should go about choosing pet rats or mice what
supplies they will need how to make a new pet rat or mouse feel at home and how to properly care for pet rats or mice including feeding exercising and keeping cages clean text in
the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key concepts

Squeak's Guide to Caring for Your Pet Rats or Mice 2014-08-14

joan s elder care guide empowering you and your elder to survive gives you the caregiver ways to meet your physical mental emotional spiritual and social needs and those of your
ever to promote healing well being and survival based on the author s research and fourteen years of experience caring for her mother this book provides many resources to find the
right place for your elder to live explains ways to improve communication to help find solutions to problems and gives organization ideas formedical financial insurance and legal
documents it offers ways for a caregiver to get time away from caregiving responsibilities and contains information substitutecaregivers must have to keep their elders safe along
with all this the book explains the signs of the end of life ways to celebrate an elder s life and gives duties of an executor of an estate it also includes ten useful charts to assist in
assessing and recording an elder s needs and capabilities

Joan's Elder Care Guide 2016-04-15

working daughter provides a roadmap for women trying to navigate caring for aging parents and their careers using the author s own experiences as a prime example it s ideal for
readers who want straight talk and real advice about the challenges and rewards of eldercare while managing a career and family

Working Daughter 2019-07-31

caregiver s survival guide is based on dr robert yonover s personal experiences while struggling to become a successful scientist and inventor he also was primary caregiver for his
paralyzed wife for more than twenty years and raised their two children yonover takes you into the throes of his life as a caregiver husband and father offering guidance and hope
through his story he provides advice on dealing with heavy news handling day to day challenges holding on to the foundation of your relationship taking stock of finances adapting
and enjoying life staying sane maintaining a social life fighting for your rights through caregiver s survival guide dr yonover will equip other caregivers who face similar physical
mental social and financial challenges with tips and guidelines from his own experiences and other experts to help make their situation survivable

Caregiver's Survival Guide 2018-07-17

an aging population means an increasing number of children take care of their parents while adult children have been their elderly parents caregivers for generations those in that
role today face challenges others have not it s no wonder many feel overwhelmed and stressed when they first take responsibility for those who once took care of them author janine
brown s my parents got old what do i do a practical guide to caring for your aging parents helps you face and get through the issues surrounding your role as adult child and parental
caregiver brown is not a lawyer accountant or doctor she writes from the personal experience hers and others of caring for aging parents she shares information to help caregivers
and potential caregivers assess needs and skills necessary to providing their parents with the best possible care through her experiences you ll gain an understanding of what
happens in real life brown takes caregiving beyond the theoretical to the practical checklists help you stay organized which can be very helpful in situations with heightened emotions
you ll appreciate the author s holistic approach to the adult caregiving including chapters on family ties and the emotional reality of what is to come there s no doubt caring for an
elderly parent can be difficult and trying with my parents got old now what do i do a practical guide to caring for your aging parents you won t be alone on this journey you ll have the benefit of others who have been there

My Parents Got Old! Now What Do I Do? 2015-11-06

still very much the book readers turn to this fresh edition of the 36 hour day is the definitive guide for those who continue to love someone even after he or she has been changed by dementia

The 36-Hour Day 2017-04-18

in our western society where aging illness the process of dying and death itself are in general related to with a denial mentality a book like caring for parents and other loved ones is vital to our life education simmons addresses many vital issues such as shifts in physical prowess senior driving skills discerning mental skills along with holistic approaches to the countless details in caring for an elderly ill or dying loved one and with the utmost respect and love he includes the spiritual aspects of this intimate and profound journey that awaits us all

Caring for Parents and Other Loved Ones 2022-03-31

everly parent caregiver 101 is the ultimate guide for adult children who are or will become their parents caregivers filled with valuable information and ideas this book offers hope support and plenty of practical advice for anyone caring for their elderly parents each chapter describes a different area of caregiving including becoming a caregiver medical providers facility care caregiver support financial concerns medical devices special circumstances end of life as the author guides you through the maze of caregiving she shares her knowledge as a nurse and examples from her own journey of caregiving for her elderly parents this book defines medical terms explains insurance options and highlights the many tools available to caregivers through these topics you ll gain the understanding needed to be a caregiver for your elderly parents each section offers helpful information and true insights only a caregiver can provide the tips in every chapter are practical facts and advice for every area of your caregiving you are not alone in your caregiving journey don t struggle without having the best resource for knowing everything you need to know about caring for your elderly parents this guide is your trusted companion for that journey about the expert rebecca rehak lpn is a nurse writer and public speaker who has worked in the medical field for over 20 years including kidney dialysis community health and memory care as a public speaker she helped advance programs for dialysis access care and currently teaches science camps for children her work has touched the lives of thousands of people after caring for both her elderly parents she now devotes much of her time to writing articles blogs and providing support for other caregivers she and her husband live with their big furry dog in wisconsin the author would like to thank the doctors and staff at froedert hospital the medical college of wisconsin and horizon home care and hospice for the wonderful care they provided to both her parents howexpert publishes quick how to guides on all topics from a to z by everyday experts

Elderly Parent Caregiver Guide 2019-08-08

when it comes to alzheimer s and dementia care the only thing predictable about your experience is that it will be unpredictable get hundreds of effective and easy to implement ideas from healthcare professionals and countless family caregivers including how to find free resources and affordable care healing the hurt when your family feels fractured helping your

2023-11-10 9/12
loved one live well making the most of medical appointments learning to decode behavioral language bathing without battling preserving your relationship and the positive impact of proper nutrition and physical activity on brain health this guide serves as your constant companion offering top tips on dozens of topics

When Caring Takes Courage - Alzheimer'S/Dementia 2016-01-29

Jim Miller teamed with hospice chaplain Susan Cutshall to create a book about how to be with others in a way that's compassionate, nurturing, healing, and potentially even transforming. The foundational ideas are laid out in 15 short chapters. There's only one place to begin with yourself: Healing Presence is most effective when it's least active. Whole pages of engaging quotations and artistic drawings are interwoven with insightful observations and practical suggestions ideal for both professional and lay caregivers.

The Art of Being a Healing Presence 2001-01

A practical discussion of the emotional challenges of caring for an aged or chronically ill loved one. Combines expert narrative with personal vignettes of four caregivers, helps readers deal with the reality of tragedy, understand the dramatic changes in life expectations, and accept the validity of their emotional responses. Chapters cover what it means to be a caregiver, physical and cognitive changes in the patient, the impact on one's beliefs and life expectations, developing healthy coping strategies. Appendices offer detailed descriptions of stroke, head injury, tumors, Parkinson's, and more.

Caring and Coping 2007

A practical exploration of what's possible when caring for someone living with dementia to help them live their best life in a way that makes sense to them.

The Dance of Caring 2016-04-04

Caregiver's Reprieve 1998

Living a Good Life with Dementia 2021-11-11
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